
W H I T E  P A P E R
With continued increase in numbers of users and channels to subscribe to, 
television viewing that is Over-The-Top (OTT) of traditional TV buying is no 
longer the new marketing technique on the block. It is a must as viewers tell 
the market what media has their attention.

CTV is no longer a revolution – 
it’s the way of modern life.

800-689-4595 
FTEyes.com /connected-tv 

https://www.facebook.com/FollowTheEyes/
https://twitter.com/followtheeyes
https://www.instagram.com/followtheeyes/
https://www.youtube.com/user/fteyes
https://fteyes.com/connected-tv/


A Quick Guide of OTT vs. CTV
Marketing and media have a lot of jargon and acronyms – lets break it down.

Since CTV is shown on the larger screen in viewers 
households, it’s typically referred to as a “lean-in” 
environment, meaning viewers are actively choosing to 
carve out time and sit down to watch TV. With on-demand 
streaming of shows, viewers are actively watching the 
content and have prepared to do so, like bringing snacks to 
watch their programs, rather than traditional TV behaviors 
like getting up during ad breaks, channel surfing, and more 
that effect commercial viewership. 

CTV also effects traditional TV benchmarks like dayparting. If your target audience is watching on-
demand, it does not matter what time they’re watching. We’ve entered an era where the viewer 
has the most control and the content must accommodate the viewer’s habits.

The Explosion of the Linear TV Model
The television landscape has fragmented into many 
pieces – a concept foreign from the traditional tv model. 
Traditional TV was deemed “linear” TV, as a buy was 
constructed, bought, and reported on through the cable 
and broadcast conglomerates alone. Now, the landscape 
sees multiple providers inserting ads into ad breaks in 
one-to-one ad environments.

Example: if you watched HGTV via CTV, the ad break you 
see can insert ads from a multitude of providers – not just 
your local cable network. Ad breaks depend on who is 
winning auctions through programmatic exchanges, who 
has exclusive deals with that publisher, and even through 
what device the individual viewer is watching on, like 
smart TV, Roku, Amazon Fire stick, etc. 

Even live and primetime events are heading into the CTV space, 2020 saw the first year for Live Sports 
inventory to be accessible outside cable/broadcast companies, this includes college football and basketball, 
primetime competition & reality shows, and professional baseball, football, hockey, and basketball. This 
inventory will only become more accessible as time goes on, making CTV a must-have for any television 
marketing plan.

OTT is over-the-top TV, meaning any TV content watched outside a cable box. This can be on your 
mobile, tablet, desktop, or even your television at home. The point lies within the fact that it is the 
opposite of the traditional cable box you pay your cable or broadcast company.

Connected TV (CTV) is a subset of OTT. It means streaming content watched exclusively on 
television screens. CTV feels just like normal television – in fact viewers don’t even call it CTV, they 
just know it as “TV.”



Reach Any Demographic

Myth: “Connected TV is for Millennials and younger.”

Fact: Connected TV reaches every demographic in the U.S.

Myth: “Most households only have 1 streaming service I could reach 
my audience on.”

Fact: According to marketing and 
technology research company, Hub, the 
average number of TV services stacked 
together by U.S. viewers increased by 
30% to an average 4.8 services over the
last year.

Source: Statista 2020
Share of adults who subscribe to streaming service in the United States 
as of May 2020, by age group.
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Added Value To Connected TV Advertising with 
Follow the Eyes:

Want a custom CTV campaign built for your business? Our 
business development team would be happy to help.

Reach us at:

800-689-4595
FTEyes.com/connected-tv

Layered behavioral data to each CTV 
campaign that goes further than 
demographics; reach yoga moms, 
Camry owners, new house movers, 
business travelers, dog owners, and 
so much more that can narrow your 
CTV campaign to reduce waste.

Measure brand awareness unlike 
anything available in linear TV by 
tracking web visitors who saw 
your CTV ad.

Transparent & agnostic media 
buying that places your ads at the 
best channels for your business 
– not the media company’s best 
interests – with online reporting 
for even more transparency.

Retarget users who watched 
your ad with display banners. 
Leverage an omni-channel 
approach to better measure 
your brand’s impact.

Only serve CTV ads in zip codes 
important to you. Bye-Bye DMA 
targeting!
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